Abstract.
By definition, if* Using the addition formula for am(w + v) [1, formula 123 .01], we find (4) tan x = tnu dn(u), tan y = tnv dn(«).
The system (4) is easily solved by eliminating either sn(u) or sn(«). The resultants are biquadratics for sn(w) or sn(i;), e.g., Hence, finally
sn '(a ± ß) sn + «r -rr + «i -«r -rr i
The above formulae provide a means of explicit calculation of the inverse Jacobian functions in the complex plane by replacing ß by iß, v by iv, and using Jacobi's imaginary transformation. The real part involves only real quantities, whereas the imaginary part involves complex numbers under the radicals. It is therefore simpler to calculate the imaginary part from the equivalent of Eq. (4). Specifically, we find Finally, if a > 1 and ka < I, Eqs. (12) and (13) 
